Your Hidden Powers Intercepted Signs And
Retrograde Planets
If you ally obsession such a referred your hidden powers intercepted signs and retrograde
planets book that will allow you worth, get the completely best seller from us currently from several
preferred authors. If you desire to entertaining books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions
collections are also launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every ebook collections your hidden powers intercepted signs and
retrograde planets that we will totally offer. It is not on the order of the costs. Its nearly what you
obsession currently. This your hidden powers intercepted signs and retrograde planets, as one of the
most enthusiastic sellers here will categorically be in the midst of the best options to review.

Astrology for Beginners - William W. Hewitt
1992
The Best Self-Teaching Guide for Beginning
Astrologers Learn the basics of astrology in one
easy-to-read book! This popular introductory
guide starts with the philosophy of astrology,
and simple definitions of its terms. Next, it
explains all of the essentials, including planets,
houses, aspects, and chart construction and
interpretation. With this book, you can learn:
·How to create and interpret your own birth
chart ·The basics of timing and prediction
techniques ·Simple methods to construct a rough
chart in minutes without using math ·An easy
method to calculate an accurate chart
mathematically Astrology for Beginners includes
a free birth chart offer to help you get started,
and references to more detailed material for
those who wish to go further with their studies.
Department of Defense Dictionary of
Military and Associated Terms - United
States. Joint Chiefs of Staff 1994
Discovering Faith in Neptune's Ocean of Dreams
- Alan Richards-Wheatcroft 2021-06-14
Alan beautifully synthesizes his experience and
expertise as psychotherapist, spiritual healer
and astrologer in this new book. He offers
understanding of the illusions in life that have
ensnared incarnating souls into behaviors and
choices that impede development, resulting in
"unconscious incarnation". Neptune's hopeful
message of intuition and knowing, of
transcending spiritual forgetfulness and truly

realizing our dreams, becomes clear. Alan
demonstrates this with natal charts showing
multiple examples of the power of Neptune in
human consciousness. Using astrology as a tool
of self discovery, he provides the reader with
practical ways to transcend spiritual
disillusionment, and gain true self awareness.
In Search of a Fulfilling Career - Joanne
Wickenburg 1992
Outlines the needs of the signs, the energies of
the planets & the goals of the houses as related
to choosing a vocation. Using keywords & basic
interpretation the reader can put together a
total picture of the talents & capabilities seeking
expression. This understanding then helps direct
the energies into selecting a satisfying career.
Simple but impressive.
How to Get More Love, Money, and Success
by Traveling on Your Birthday - Robert Marks
2008-11
Every year a person gets a solar return
horoscope on his or her birthday that affects the
next six months. However, it can be changed by
being in a different location on that date, and
Marks--a professional astrologer since 1971-shows how.
The Message Of Stars - Max Heindel
2020-12-06
It is a matter of common knowledge among
mystics that the evolutionary career of mankind
is indissolubly bound up with the divine
hierarchies who rule the planets and the signs of
the Zodiac, and that the passage of the Sun and
the planets through the twelve signs of the
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Zodiac marks man's progress in time and in
space. Therefore, it is not to be wondered at,
that in the course of their investigations into the
spiritual development of mankind, the writers
have also encountered much that deals with the
Zodiac, which is the boundary of our
evolutionary sphere at the present time. So
much has been perceived in the memory of
nature that sheds light upon obscure passages of
the Bible, that notes have been made from time
to time of different points, but how to collect and
collate these dissociated writings into a united
whole has been a great problem for a long time.
Even now, the writers know and feel that what
they are bringing forth is only a very, very weak
attempt to set before the students that great
body of facts which have come to them through
the memory of nature. They feel, however, that
this will give a 3 4 THE MESSAGE OF THE
STARS new and more profound meaning to the
old symbols, and that by passing on what has
been found they put themselves in line to receive
more light. Concerning the future evolution of
planets, The Rosicrucian Cosmo-Conception
teaches, on page 256, that "when the beings
upon the planet have evolved to a sufficient
degree, the planet becomes a Sun, the fixed
center of the Solar System. When the beings
there have evolved to a still greater degree, and
consequently it has reached its maximum of
brilliancy, it breaks up into a Zodiac and
becomes, so to speak, the womb of a new Solar
System. Thus the Great hosts of Divine beings
who, until then, were confined upon that Sun
gain freedom of action upon a great number of
stars whence they can affect, in different ways,
the system which grows up within their sphere
of influence. The planets or man-bearing worlds
within the Zodiac are constantly being worked
upon by these forces but in various ways
according to the stage they have reached in
evolution. Our Sun could not have become a sun
until it set out from itself all the beings who
were not sufficiently evolved to endure the high
rate of vibration and the great luminosity of the
beings who were qualified for that evolution. All
the beings upon the different planets would have
been consumed had they remained in the Sun.
This visible Sun, however, though it is a place of
evolution for beings vastly above man, is not by
any means the Father of the other planets, as

EVOLUTION AS SHOWN IN THE ZODIAC 5
material science supposes. On the contrary, it is
itself an emanation from the central Sun, which
is the invisible source of all that IS in our solar
system."
Astrology and Reincarnation - Donald H. Yott
1989-01-01
The Spiral of Life
- Joanne Wickenburg
1987-01-01
Encyclopedia of Astrology - Nicholas DeVore
2005-07
Complete, concise, informative and highly
intelligent.
Your Hidden Powers - Joanne Wickenburg 1992
Both retrograde planets and intercepted signs
are included in this well-written, in-depth
volume. Joanne defines how they differ and what
they indicate in the chart. She also introduces
new ideas about retrograde planets and
intercepted signs, offering fresh insights for
interpretation in these sometimes overlooked
areas. Retrograde planets and intercepted signs
make the chart unique, and each describes the
powers and potentials waiting to be unleashed in
your life. In some way you will stand apart from
the crowd with an exceptional life that is outside
the norm and as unique to you as your birth
chart. Not everyone is born with such an
outstanding opportunity to realize their
individual potential. Included is extensive
delineation of intercepted signs in the houses,
the six sign polarities, the elements, duplicated
signs, phases and planetary pairs. Chapters are
also devoted to relocation charts, transits in
intercepted signs, the importance of
environment vs. destiny and various house
systems. In addition to a thorough explanation of
how planets retrograde, Joanne gives detailed
interpretation of the meaning of retrograde
planets in the natal chart and their position in
the context of the eight stages of cyclic
unfoldment, six of which fall into the retrograde
zone. This placement specifically defines how a
retrograde planet operates in your life. Also
thoroughly explained is the meaning of
retrograde planets in their transit cycle, and the
significance of a retrograde progressed planet.
Forecasting Your Life Events: An Art of
Predictive Astrology
- Carol Rushman
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2004-01-01
Are you likely to meet a new love soon? Is the
coming year a good time for that major career
change you've been contemplating? Are you
likely to make a lot of money in your life, or will
you always be challenged to make the most of
what you have? The techniques presented in The
Art of Predictive Astrology show you how to
forecast upcoming trends and life events for
yourself, friends and family, and astrological
clients. Author Carol Rushman, a practising
astrologer for over twenty-five years, shares her
method for astrological prediction, including the
"natal promise" of the birth chart; secondary
progressions, including the progressed Moon,
and progressed house cusps; transiting planets;
lunations (New and Full Moons) and eclipses.
After reading this book you will be able to
predict major events such as marriage, and
minor events like receiving a small gift. Real-life
examples drawn from the author's experience
show you firsthand how to practice the art of
predictive astrology.
The Complete Idiot's Guide to Astrology Madeline Gerwick-Brodeur 2003
Don't wish upon the stars. Divine their secrets...
This revised and updated edition features
explanations of all the houses, signs and their
meanings, as well as information on astrology's
connection with metaphysics and psychology.
Quintiles and Tredeciles - Dusty Bunker 1989
In Quintiles and Tredeciles, the author explores
the little-known 72-degree and 108-degree
aspects and explains their cosmic significance in
the individual chart. The true meaning of these
aspects was said to have been known only to
initiates of the Chaldean mysteries. The
numerological and astrological relevance of
quintiles and tredeciles unfolds in four chapters
and a wealth of diagrams and charts. Historical
details on the meanings of numbers - taken from
numerology; sacred geometry; masonic,
religious, and Egyptian symbology; and
astrology - transport the reader to times when
numbers did not simply designate quantities but
were an "extreme reduction of philosophic
thought" and "concrete definitions of energetic
formative principles of nature." This fascinating
work is necessary reading for novice and
experienced astrologers and provides a
wonderful and tempting introduction to those

with a budding interest in astrology and
numerology.
Discover the Aspect Pattern in Your Birth
Chart - Glenn Mitchell 2020-03-08
Read Your Birth Chart with Confidence Using
This Guide's 100+ Charts & Examples
Professional astrologer Glenn Mitchell gives you
a strong foundation for chart reading,
presenting clear information about aspect
patterns and the immediate psychological
insights they provide. From the Bowl and Bundle
to the T-Square and Grand Trine, these patterns
reveal your personality traits, talents, values,
and aspirations. Plus, they'll help you read the
birth chart of anyone in your life so you can
improve your personal and professional
relationships. Featuring over one hundred charts
and numerous case studies, including those of
famous figures like Oscar Wilde, Dustin
Hoffman, and Helen Keller, this practical guide
helps you clearly and efficiently identify patterns
and interpret them. You'll also explore
imbalances, unaspected and retrograde planets,
intercepted and duplicated signs, and more. This
essential book has everything you need to
master the birth chart and deepen your
astrological practice.
Healing Pluto Problems - Donna Cunningham
1986-01-15
Well-written and moving account of Pluto in the
natal chart, and how Pluto aspects can affect
childhood, adulthood, and life in general. Open
discussion of child abuse, rape, incest, violence,
repression, manipulative types and how they got
thatway. Also included are ways to heal Pluto
problems using flower remedies, meditation and
more.
Cosmic Marriage - Reinhold Ebertin 2004-07
Reinhold Ebertin's first edition of this book was
revised and updated in 1974 and contains a
treasure of information on comparative charts
for marriage. This detailed textbook presents
numerous examples of the relationship between
the cosmos, man and marital compatibility. Keys
are given on how to recognize whether a cosmic
marriage will develop harmoniously or not.
Rules of comparative analysis and significant
aspects include the Ascendant, Midheaven and
Moon's Node. Most of the examples are given
using the traditional delineation of chart
connections, however midpoints and the use of
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Ebertin's 90 degree wheel in Cosmobiology are
given as well.
Fixed Stars in the Chart - Oscar Hofman
2019-10-10
Internationally renowned teacher Oscar Hofman
uses 24 case studies to demonstrate how the
rich symbolism and myths behind the fixed stars
can add a deeper and more spiritual dimension
to astrological chart delineation. Formula 1
driver Nikki Lauda had his notorious accident in
which he suffered serious burns to his face,
when the fixed star Achernar was activated by
progression. This star is connected to the story
of Phaeton who, overestimating his powers, tried
to steer the solar chariot through the heavens,
lost control and came down in flames. In the
chart of Nicolai Tesla, unsurpassed genius in
electrical design and invention, the Sun is on the
fixed star Castor on the IC; Castor is the dying
brother of the famous heavenly twins Castor and
Pollux. One of the critical events in Tesla's youth
was the death of his elder brother who was
killed by a horse. The heavenly Twins,
represented in the zodiac by the sign Gemini,
are known as horse tamers.
The Arabian Parts Decoded - Lind Weber
2007-03
An all-encompassing work on the ancient
techniques of the Arabian parts, also called
Points, Lots & Fortunes. The author thoroughly
explains how to formulate the Arabian Parts for
any event or question & their use in natal charts
& in forecasting.
Simplified Scientific Astrology; a Complete
Textbook on the Art of Erecting a
Horoscope, with Philosophic Encyclopedia
and Tables of Planetary Hours - Max Heindel
2013-09
This historic book may have numerous typos and
missing text. Purchasers can usually download a
free scanned copy of the original book (without
typos) from the publisher. Not indexed. Not
illustrated. 1919 edition. Excerpt: ... CHAPTER
V. HOW TO CALCULATE THE POSITIONS OF
THE PLANETS As the Ephemeris is calculated
for Greenwich at the time when the Observatory
clock strikes twelve, it is necessary to make
corrections for other hours and for places East
or West from that point when it is desired to
calculate a horoscope. By adding four minutes
for each degree of longitude the birthplace is

West of Greenwich to the true local time of birth
we obtain the Greenwich Mean Time as
recorded by the Observatory clock. This is
written G. M. T. We will apply this rule to
calculate the G. M. T. of the horoscope for
August 2, 8:15 A. M. at Chicago, which is 88
degrees West longitude: H. M. True Local Time
of Birth (see page 38)8 23 A. M. Aug. 2 4 min.
times 88 degrees equal 352 min. 5 52 Greenwich
Mean Time (G. M. T.)... 2 15 P. M. Aug. 2
Multiplying the degree of West longitude of
Chicago (88 degrees) by four minutes gives us
352 minutes, which we divide by 60 because
there are 60 minutes in each hour. Thus we
obtain 5 hours 52 minutes, which we add to the
true local time of birth, 23 minutes after 8 in the
morning, and the sum is 15 minutes past 2
o'clock in the afternoon, which is the G. M. T.
That is to say, at the identical time when the
child was born and the Chicago clocks pointed to
15 minutes after 8 o'clock in the morning, the
Observatory clock at Greenwich showed 15
minutes past 2 o'clock in the afternoon. This
latter is the time we must use to make our
calculations of the planets' places, and in order
to have as few factors in mind as possible the
beginner is advised to forget the local time of
birth when once he has found the G. M. T. In
Western longitudes the G. M. T. may advance
into the day following birth on account of the
addition of 4 minutes for each...
Chaldean Astrology Up to Date - George Wilde
1901
The Only Astrology Book You'll Ever Need Joanna Martine Woolfold 2008-06-11
OVER HALF A MILLION COPIES SOLD! This is
the classic guide to astrological history, legend,
and practice! Readers will enjoy simple,
computer-accurate planetary tables that allow
anyone born between 1900 and 2100 to pinpoint
quickly their sun and moon signs, discover their
ascendants, and map out the exact positions of
the planets at the time of their birth. In addition
to revealing the planets' influence on romance,
health, and career, The Only Astrology Book
You'll Ever Need takes a closer look at the inner
life of each sign. Celebrated astrologer Joanna
Martine Woolfolk offers abundant insights on the
personal relationships and emotional needs that
motivate an individual, on how others perceive
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astrological types, and on dealing with the
negative aspects of signs. Readers will also
welcome the inclusion of new discoveries in
astronomy. Lavishly illustrated and with an
updated design, this new edition is an
indispensable sourcebook for unlocking the
mysteries of the cosmos through the twenty-first
century and beyond.
Intercepted Signs: Encoded Messages from
the Soul - Michael De Baker 2019-05-27
Intercepted Signs: Encoded Messages from the
Soul looks at the astrological phenomenon of
intercepted signs through the lens of
Evolutionary Astrology and uses seven full chart
analyses to show the reader how both the
intercepted and the repeated signs are uniquely
linked to the soul's evolutionary purposes. This
book, written by therapeutic evolutionary
astrologer and regression therapist Michael De
Baker, will be of great benefit to the budding
and the seasoned evolutionary astrologer alike.
The first will progress leaps and bounds through
the clear and concise methodology used,
whereas the latter will discover whole new levels
of depth and meaning. Both are handed a stepby-step approach which, when followed, will
allow them to decode the soul message written
into the intercepted and repeated signs.But this
book does more. It presents the reader with a
unique glimpse into the very genesis of
intercepted signs by looking at the charts of
Anne Frank and Barbro Karlén. In chapter nine a
comparative study of the charts of these two
consecutive lives created by the same soul
reveals how Anne Frank ́s thwarted north node
of the Moon in the 11th house Taurus becomes
Barbro Karlén ́s Taurus interception in the same
house, with Scorpio intercepted in the 5th
house. Through this chart comparison we get
verifiable astrological proof of the book ́s thesis:
the intercepted signs provide us with
information about areas where growth was
insufficient or halted in previous lives. The soul
has specific reasons for duplicating a sign and
having it on the cusp of two subsequent houses
and for creating the interception itself. These
reasons are intimately connected to the soul's
evolutionary purposes.
The Age of Surveillance Capitalism Shoshana Zuboff 2019-01-15
The challenges to humanity posed by the digital

future, the first detailed examination of the
unprecedented form of power called
"surveillance capitalism," and the quest by
powerful corporations to predict and control our
behavior. In this masterwork of original thinking
and research, Shoshana Zuboff provides
startling insights into the phenomenon that she
has named surveillance capitalism. The stakes
could not be higher: a global architecture of
behavior modification threatens human nature in
the twenty-first century just as industrial
capitalism disfigured the natural world in the
twentieth. Zuboff vividly brings to life the
consequences as surveillance capitalism
advances from Silicon Valley into every
economic sector. Vast wealth and power are
accumulated in ominous new "behavioral futures
markets," where predictions about our behavior
are bought and sold, and the production of
goods and services is subordinated to a new
"means of behavioral modification." The threat
has shifted from a totalitarian Big Brother state
to a ubiquitous digital architecture: a "Big
Other" operating in the interests of surveillance
capital. Here is the crucible of an unprecedented
form of power marked by extreme
concentrations of knowledge and free from
democratic oversight. Zuboff's comprehensive
and moving analysis lays bare the threats to
twenty-first century society: a controlled "hive"
of total connection that seduces with promises of
total certainty for maximum profit -- at the
expense of democracy, freedom, and our human
future. With little resistance from law or society,
surveillance capitalism is on the verge of
dominating the social order and shaping the
digital future -- if we let it.
Encyclopaedia of Psychological Astrology Charles E. O. Carter 2005-03
Subtitled, An Encyclopaedia of Character &
Disease, Carter's classic book was the result of
study of hundreds of horoscopes. Carter
discovered that specific degrees of the zodiac
produced specific results, including things like
abscesses, goiter, poor vision, medical or
musical ability, spinal curvature, asthma & much
more. He also found astrological guidelines for
traits such as boredom, love of animals, hay
fever, rambling speech, epilepsy & many more.
Sometimes known as Carter's Little Green Book.
Always surprising, sometimes witty, this is one
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of the great books of the 20th century. Charles
E.O. Carter (1887 - 1968) was one of the
outstanding British astrologers of the 20th
century. He succeeded Alan Leo as head of
Astrological Lodge at the Theosophical Society,
a post he held from 1920 to 1952. He was editor
of Astrology, The Astrologer's Quarterly, from
1926 to 1959. Carter's persistent genius
reestablished astrology as a serious discipline in
England, after two centuries of decline.
World Report 2019 - Human Rights Watch
2019-02-05
The best country-by-country assessment of
human rights. The human rights records of more
than ninety countries and territories are put into
perspective in Human Rights Watch's signature
yearly report. Reflecting extensive investigative
work undertaken by Human Rights Watch staff,
in close partnership with domestic human rights
activists, the annual World Report is an
invaluable resource for journalists, diplomats,
and citizens, and is a must-read for anyone
interested in the fight to protect human rights in
every corner of the globe.
Inside Degrees- Ellias Lonsdale 1997-07-08
In much the same way in which he characterized
planets and asteroids as powerful, gendered
beings in Inside Planets, Ellias Lonsdale gives
new depth and nuance to degree analysis, an
area often seen as technical or reduced to cliche.
The degree symbols are most useful in
elaborating a personal birth chart. One can learn
about personal cycles from studying the place of
a transiting or progressed planet by degree at a
given time, revealing collective as well as
personal timings. The Zodiac degrees also act as
an oracle. One can open the collection anywhere
for a given day, or in response to a question. The
degrees will reveal what is happening now and,
if we are attentive and responsive to the cues,
what is required of us. By comparing charts of
friends and famous people who are known for
certain qualities, one can gradually discriminate
among the degrees. These beautifully written
and fully imagined readings of the Chandra
degree symbols speak to a deep level of personal
change and authenticity.
Beyond the Mask - Kathleen A. Burt 2010
Well known and respected internationally for her
ground breaking work in Archetypes of the
Zodiac, Kathleen Burt now offers us a

phenomenal distillation of her life work in:
Beyond the Mask: The Rising Sign - Part I: Aries
- Virgo. It illustrates how midlife urgings bring
forth cycles of death and rebirth. Antiquated
identities and roles must die, old 'masks' must
be pealed away before we can discover a new
path in life. Kathleen Burt addresses specifically
how the Aries - Virgo rising sign patterns guide
us into new life and fresh experiences. With the
keen eye of an astrologer examining the
biography of creative writers and inspired
people, Kathleen Burt brings a depth of
understanding to the Rising Sign: Aries - Virgo.
This unique volume of wisdom offers decades of
scholarly study and practical experience in
esoteric astrology, psychology, mythology, and
biography and examines the underlying
archetypal patterns inherent in our lives.
Intercepted Planets - Alice Miller 2010-11
Historically, we are at the end of the Piscean
Age, standing on the brink of the Age of
Aquarius. People with intercepted planets have a
key role in this transition, in the development of
consciousness, because they were born outside
the general consciousness. Their lives are as
different as their charts. They are the Possibility
People. They have reincarnated to assist the
World with the transition to the Age of Aquarius.
Like every Possibility Person, "My journey is far
more significant that the physical events of my
life," writes Alice. "It really began when I was
taking algebra. I remember thinking that
somewhere there should be something like an
algebraic equation that could be applied to all of
life." Nearing my Uranus Opposition, I was
looking for answers for my own odd-looking life
when astrology entered it. Immediately, I was
confronted with my own interception. Not
finding answers in existing texts, I was haunted
by questions - questions that led me within.
Gradually, answers came and my practice
provided a wonderful testing ground for them.
This book is a result. In this second Interception
book, Alice Miller explains the core issues and
the nuances of intercepted planets psychologically, in everyday and family life, and
as a means to expand consciousness. Her goal is
that of healing, overcoming, teaching, and
sharing the wisdom that comes with rising
consciousness. In this book you will find in-depth
chapters on each planet, the Nodes and Fortuna
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when caught in an intercepted sign. It explains
the differences that interception makes to each,
as well as how that difference affects the signs
and houses it rules including problems in early
years and the gifts they finally bring.
The Book of Fire - Steven Forrest 2018-12-15
Join award-winning astrologer Steven Forrest for
a triumphant celebration of human resilience
exploring all nine astrological "Fire" symbols:
Aries, Leo, Sagittarius, the Sun, Jupiter, Mars,
and houses one, five and nine.
The Complete Idiot's Guide to the Sun - Jay
M. Pasachoff 2003
No Marketing Blurb
A Question Of Trust - David Anderson
Design for Ecological Democracy
- Randolph T.
Hester, Jr. 2010-09-24
Shows how to combine the forces of ecological
science and participatory democracy to design
urban landscapes that enable us to act as
communities, are resilient rather than imperiled,
and touch our hearts. Over the last fifty years,
the process of community building has been lost
in the process of city building. City and
suburban design divides us from others in our
communities, destroys natural habitats, and fails
to provide a joyful context for our lives. In
Design for Ecological Democracy, Randolph
Hester proposes a remedy for our urban anomie.
He outlines new principles for urban design that
will allow us to forge connections with our fellow
citizens and our natural environment. He
demonstrates these principles with abundantly
illustrated examples—drawn from forty years of
design and planning practice—showing how we
can design cities that are ecologically resilient,
that enhance community, and that give us
pleasure. Hester argues that it is only by
combining the powerful forces of ecology and
democracy that the needed revolution in design
will take place. Democracy bestows freedom;
ecology creates responsible freedom by
explaining our interconnectedness with all
creatures. Hester's new design principles are
founded on three fundamental issues that
integrate democracy and ecology: enabling form,
resilient form, and impelling form. Urban design
must enable us to be communities rather than
zoning-segregated enclaves and to function as
informed democracies. A simple bench at a

centrally located post office, for example,
provides an opportunity for connection and
shared experience. Cities must be ecologically
resilient rather than ecologically imperiled,
adaptable to the surrounding ecology rather
than dependent on technological fixes. Resilient
form turns increased urban density, for example,
into an advantage. And cities should impel us by
joy rather than compel us by fear; good cities
enrich us rather than limit us. Design for
Ecological Democracy is essential reading for
designers, planners, environmentalists,
community activists, and anyone else who wants
to improve a local community.
Shamanic Astrology- Lucy Harmer 2009-10-20
Western-based astrology has a provocative
counterpart in the Native American medicine
wheel, with a spirit animal equivalent for each
sign of the zodiac. In this thoughtful book, Lucy
Harmer shows readers how to find the spirit
animal that corresponds to their birth sign. She
provides detailed descriptions of the strengths
and weaknesses of each of the twelve spirit
animals—for example, falcon is enthusiastic and
adventurous but can be impulsive and impatient,
while deer is sociable and eloquent but can be
lazy and superficial. Once readers determine
their spirit animal, they can better understand
their relationships with family, friends, and
associates. Readers can also discover those
people who are part of their animal clan and the
various compatibilities and incompatibilities
between all the spirit animals. They will be able
to uncover the hidden treasures of their
personalities and their secret talents, as well as
the color, plant, and totem stone corresponding
to each spirit animal. For readers who want to
take shamanic astrology to the next level, the
book includes the first complete lunar calendar
for the Northern and Southern Hemispheres to
help them determine their spirit animal rising
sign and discover how the moon influences their
daily life.
Pushing to the Front - Orison Swett Marden
1911
Understanding Interceptions - Chris McRae
2000-07-01
The principles contained in this book will greatly
enlarge your understanding of chart dynamics.
There is more to the interpretation of
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interceptions that often realized and more of the
chart is affected than often considered. The book
will undoubtedly change the way you consider
interceptions. The approach taken in this book is
from a constructive, positive viewpoint.
Interceptions create intensification due to
internalization, which is useful in providing
inner preparation and focus. If we understand
our life's mission, we can utilize our resources
more successfully and celebrate our
individuality, rather than feeling unfortunate.
Everything contained within our chart is
designed for a useful purpose. If we try to
understand who we are and grow into what we
can do, it is less stressful that striving to become
someone we are not. The stories in this book of
actual case histories will warm your heart and
provide insight into this important chart
dynamic. Dozens of chart examples of students,
clients, entertainers and other public figures are
used to support the concepts presented in this
book.
Interceptions - Alice Miller 2000
We are at the end of the Piscean Age, standing
on the brink of the Age of Aquarius. Today, many
advanced beings have reincarnated to assist
with the transition. Exceptions to the general
consciousness, their birth charts are also
exceptional. Instead of having a different sign on
each of the twelve houses, many have pairs of
signs enclosed within houses, while other pairs
fall on two successive cusps. These interceptions
are markers for those individuals once called
Starseed or Starborn. Seeming to have stepped
back in time, they are designed to be living
examples of greater possibilities within the
human species. In spiritual terms, they are Older
Children of the Creator of this Universe. Their
differences create problems early in life which
continue until they realize that they truly are
different from the general population, and that
their differences are assets, not deficiencies.
This requires a transformation process. Entering
the second phase of life, each discovers who she
or he is and why she or he came. Finally, that
feeling of coming to do something special

humanity is validated! In clear, everyday
language, she describes the six basic types of
interceptions as defined by the six sign
polarities. Included are both a psychological
meaning and a spiritual meaning for each, as
well as the influence of house positions and the
meaning of the doubled house cusps.
Child Astrology - M. J. Abadie 1999-08
Professional astrologer and psychotherapist
Abadie offers a hands-on guide to the planets
and their influence on your child's emotional,
intellectual, physical, and spiritual development.
Key Words for Astrology - Hajo Banzhaf
1996-01-15
Excellent instruction manual for people who
want to learn traditional astrological concepts
and interpretation. The book covers all the
basics as well as the not-so-obvious, and the
planetary glyphs in the thumb margins make it a
reference that every student of astrology will
want to keep within easy reach. Bibliography.
Legacy from the Stars - Dolores Cannon
1996-01
We are children of the stars. This is our legacy
and our heritage. In the history of the cosmos,
Earth is a young planet. Our souls, on the other
hand, have been around forever and will
continue to be around forever. Thus Earth is not
our only home. We have lived many lives in
unusual environments before deciding to journey
here and learn the lessons of Earth. After our
schooling is completed on this planet, we will
journey onward to discover new worlds to
explore.The memories of these soul journeys are
recorded in our subconscious, and in Legacy
from the Stars hynotherapist Dolores Cannon
shows that they can be retrieved through
regressive hypnosis. She reports dramatic cases
where the subjects relived other lifetimes in
strange environments -- inhabitants of other
planets. After reading her latest book, you may
agree that "we are all extraterrestrials," and
Earth is merely a stop-over in our long
adventure.
Astrology - Isabel M. Hickey 1992
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